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ABSTRACT
Educational technologies offer benefits in the classroom but there
are barriers to their successful integration, including teachers’ peda-
gogical beliefs and their skills and experience. Participatory Design
(PD) approaches offer one way in which teachers can be directly
involved in the design of classroom technologies, however PD pro-
cesses alone fail to address the challenges of integrating technology
within existing practices. In this paper we propose co-teaching as
a novel form of co-design practice. We describe a two year lon-
gitudinal Co-Teaching project resulting in the development and
use of three digital designs for the classroom. Using the TPACK
model to guide our reflections we offer insights into the ways that
co-teaching can support the design and integration of educational
technologies. We suggest that co-teaching as a form of co-design
practice offers a way to move teachers from passive adopters of
technology to active participants in the design and integration of
educational technologies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Education; • Human-centered com-
puting → HCI design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The use of educational technology in the classroom offers many
benefits, from improving students’ engagement and confidence [8]
to supporting more authentic learning experiences [27], as well as
increases in achievement generally [109]. It particularly supports
student-centered constructivist approaches to teaching and learn-
ing such as ‘deep learning’ [25] and higher-order thinking [65, 107].
Despite the possible benefits of using educational technology in
the classroom, successfully integrating it into teachers’ practices
long term remains an ongoing challenge [66]. It is thought that
there are a number of barriers to successful integration, both ex-
trinsic barriers such as access to technology and training, as well
as intrinsic barriers such as teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and es-
tablished classroom practices [22, 73]. Tondeur et al. suggest one
of the biggest challenges is understanding the interaction between
teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and their use of digital technology
[73]. Understanding teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, however, is chal-
lenging as they are complex and ever-changing [26, 28] and vary
by discipline, with many teachers exhibiting discipline specific or
‘signature pedagogies’ [90].

One way of supporting the successful integration of digital tech-
nologies is to make sure that teachers have control over any changes
in their day-to-day practice [93], something that can be achieved
by ensuring that teachers have real ownership of technological
innovations [64]. Approaches in HCI such as design research that
focus on the active involvement of the user in the design of sys-
tems offer ways to engage teachers in the design of educational
technologies that better align with their practices and beliefs. Par-
ticipatory, and co-design, approaches specifically ensure teachers
are involved [80] and have been shown to have substantial effects
on the adoption of tools designed [20] as well as encouraging cur-
riculum innovation and technology implementation [70]. There
are, however, relatively few instances in HCI literature of teachers
participating in co-design processes, with literature more often
reporting engagement with students or parents [51]. Studies that
do use co-design methodologies with teachers, often primarily con-
sider their involvement in the early stages of the research to gather
ideas through workshops and other ideation activities rather than
throughout the process, e.g., [51, 99], or more commonly report
on evaluations of the artefact created rather than the process, e.g.,
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[3, 53, 55, 74, 98]. As a result, case studies often do not offer de-
tailed insights into ways researchers can support the teacher to
take ownership of these technologies and integrate them into their
practices.

Another way of supporting successful integration is to consider
the skills and knowledges teachers need to confidently integrate
technology long term [21, 73]. One such model that considers this is
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) [59]which
aims to conceptualize the different kinds of knowledges teachers
need. Teachers with well-developed TPACK competence have been
shown to be more effective in their planning and enacting of tech-
nology enhanced instruction [30]. Voogt et al. [102] suggest that
both technological and pedagogical beliefs were reflected in the
forms of teachers’ TPACK, and as such TPACK has been suggested
as an ‘orientation’ towards using technology in the classroom [7].
As an orientation it can be used as a lens in design processes to
consider both how teachers’ beliefs and knowledge affect their ori-
entation to implement educational technology in the classroom
and how these design processes could support them to gain the
necessary knowledge and confidence to integrate technology long
term.

This paper reports a longitudinal co-teaching project in which
the lead author co-taught a project with the Head of Performing
Arts in a UK secondary school resulting in the design, deployment,
and implementation of three different digital tools to support the
teacher’s pedagogy. We conceptualize the use of co-teaching as a
design practice (a form of co-design) that is specifically aimed at
designing educational technologies. Co-teaching sees the researcher
and teacher involved in all aspects of the design process from initial
ideation to final evaluation, focusing specifically on the benefits
for both the teacher and the researcher of engaging in co-teaching
with the designed tool in the classroom, so that it is fully integrated
into classroom practices.

The contributions of the paper are twofold: Firstly, a methodolog-
ical contribution aimed at HCI educational technology researchers
where we conceptualize co-teaching as a new form of educational-
technology design practice, report on how this was carried out in
practice and reflect on the opportunities and barriers of this method-
ology. Secondly, an empirical contribution where we used the
TPACKmodel to guide the reporting of the findings from a longitudi-
nal case study using this methodology. Our empirical findings show
how co-teaching not only led to improved pedagogically-aligned
and context-centered technology designs, but that the process ex-
panded the teacher’s technological, technological-pedagogical, and
technological-content knowledge. Through these reflections, we
demonstrate how it led to an evidenced change in the teacher’s
attitudes and beliefs, describing how co-teaching as a design prac-
tice can result in reciprocal alignment between the co-designed
educational technology and teachers’ attitudes and beliefs, thus
addressing the technological and social barriers to technology adop-
tion in the classroom.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review considers three main areas relevant to this
paper. Firstly, it considers common barriers to educational tech-
nology adoption in the classroom, finding that two of the main

barriers are teachers’ technical competency and their practices and
beliefs about the integration of technology into their pedagogies.
Secondly, it considers specific frameworks for technology adoption,
suggesting that TPACK offers a framework that considers both of
these challenges. Finally, it considers prior work in educational
technology that uses co-design methodologies and suggests that
co-design is one possible way of supporting teachers’ development
of TPACK as well as designing technologies that suit the classroom,
although there are known tensions in the process.

2.1 Educational Technology Adoption in the
Classroom

Technology adoption and integration in the classroom is a known
challenge in educational technology and one that the wider educa-
tional technology community has regularly explored identifying
a range of barriers [22, 23, 33]. One popular conceptualization of
these barriers is as first and second-order barriers. First-order bar-
riers are extrinsic concerns such as access to digital technology
resources as well as factors found at an institutional level such as
the curriculum or assessment policies [22, 24], as well as the context
of the school including its social background [34]. Second order bar-
riers are intrinsic concerns such as teachers’ attitudes and beliefs,
their technological skill, and their established routines and vision
[21, 92]. These barriers present challenges for long-term adoption
of technology in the classroom as they suggest a range of complex
factors that have the potential to clash with the introduction of
educational technology even when first order barriers have been
overcome [6, 94].

Professional development has been a popular consideration in
the field [41] such as the ‘train the teacher model’ [78] or ‘flipped
PD’ model [108]. As a result, teachers’ technological skills and how
to improve them are often the focus of much of the literature con-
sidering how to integrate educational technologies into teachers’
practices, e.g., [4, 21, 30, 38].Developing this knowledge, however,
can be time-consuming and does not fully take into account the
complexity of the challenge [44], not least because of the chang-
ing nature of digital technologies [69]. While the affordances of
digital technology do influence its use [4], it has been suggested
that second-order barriers (teachers’ attitudes and beliefs) are the
‘true gatekeepers’, particularly once first order barriers of access
have been overcome [22]. These attitudes and beliefs are known to
affect teachers’ technology use [95] and are often linked to teach-
ers’ perceptions about the value of digital technology in learning
environments [9, 101] as well as their confidence and self-efficacy
[21, 73]. In order to successfully integrate educational technology
into the classroom, it is clear that any approach needs to support
1. The development of teachers’ technical competency, and 2. An
understanding of and confidence in how to integrate the use of
educational technology into their pedagogy.

2.2 Frameworks for Acceptance and
Integration

In the educational technology field, there are various frameworks
that consider how to successfully integrate educational technol-
ogy into the classroom. Two specific frameworks are discussed
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in this section: the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the
Technology Pedagogy And Content Knowledge (TPACK) model.

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [15] was designed to
consider technology acceptance more widely but has been applied
quite regularly to education contexts [12, 68]. TAM suggests that
two factors influence the acceptance of a new technology; perceived
ease of use, and perceived usefulness, but it has been extended and
modified to suit specific settings including to understand teachers’
acceptance of digital educational games [16]. Although used within
educational technology, TAM does not consider the pedagogical
use specifically, which is known to present specific challenges to
the integration of technology in the classroom.

One framework that does consider pedagogy and has been used
when identifying successful integration in the classroom is Techno-
logical Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) [44]. It seeks to
understand the nature of knowledge required by teachers to inte-
grate technology into their practices and is an extension of Shul-
man’s Pedagogical Content Knowledge [89]. Koehler et al. (2007)
suggested that TPACK development is “a multigenerational process,
involving the development of deeper understandings of the complex
web of relationships between content, pedagogy, and technology
and the contexts in which they function” [46].

Figure 1: TPACK model (from http://tpack.org)

TPACK suggests there are several types of knowledge required;
(1) Technological Knowledge – knowledge of the ways digi-

tal technology can be used as well as their potential advan-
tages and disadvantages.

(2) Pedagogical Knowledge – knowledge of how to teach in-
cluding taking into account teachers’ beliefs, theory, teach-
ing and learning strategies, and reflection on the potential
advantages and disadvantages of given pedagogies

(3) Content Knowledge – knowledge of the central subject
specific concepts, subjectmatter, and curricula that are taught
to students.

Where these domains of knowledge intersect, the intersection
has been conceptualized as a separate domain of knowledge;

(1) Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) – understanding
how the subject specific concepts can be taught, how they
might best be organized, as well as any common misconcep-
tions.

(2) Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) – under-
standing how technology can impact on pedagogical prac-
tices, both how it can support and constrain pedagogies.

(3) Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) – knowledge
of the way content and technology knowledge might be
intertwined and defined.

It has been suggested that some of TPACK is domain-generic
where others are domain-specific [32]. As such, there have been
calls for more research that considers TPACK with subject disci-
plines, focusing on discipline-specific practices [81]. There have
been some considerations of TPACK applied to various disciplines
including computer science [100], science [38], as well as music [5].
Teachers’ understanding of how to integrate content, pedagogy and
technology is linked to experience of using digital technologies in
specific curriculum areas [36, 65] and it has been shown that teach-
ers with well-developed TPACK competence are more effective in
their planning and enacting of technology enhanced instruction
[30].

Rosenberg suggests TPACK is embedded in the social context
[81] and as such recently it has been conceptualized as a distributed
form of knowledge shared by members of a teaching community
[10, 17, 39]. One popular approach used to engage teachers in de-
veloping their TPACK knowledge for technology integration is
“Learning by Design” (LBD) [45, 46]. This approach engages teach-
ers in collaborative design with each other enabling them to share
knowledge with colleagues who have other specialist expertise
[4, 91] and to work on authentic design problems related to tech-
nology integration [46]. Voogt et al. go further and suggest that
TPACK can best be developed through learning by design [104].

TPACK as a model can offer a useful way of conceptualizing
the variety of knowledges that teachers need to develop in order
to successfully integrate technology into the classroom. As such
it provides a useful framework within which to consider how to
support the integration of educational technology and support the
knowledge development of teachers.

2.3 Co-design with Teachers
Participatory and co-design approaches have a long history in HCI
[83, 84] given its particular focus on the role of human-centered
design practices. Participatory Action Research (PAR) is one partic-
ipatory approach to research that specifically seeks to bring about
change [50]. It is deeply rooted in practice and is often seen as a
commitment to observe and problematize social enquiry through
practice [57], one which is ‘democratic, collaborative, and interdis-
ciplinary’ [31]. Although sharing several of the same commitments
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to including participants in the research process, co-design dif-
fers in its specific focus on design-led practices with the aim of
co-designing an artefact.

Co-design as an approach is one that could support educational
technology integration as research suggests that encouraging teach-
ers to gain design thinking skills might support them to harness
educational technology in the classroom. For example, Tsai and Chi
[97] suggest that a lack of design thinking skills poses a third-order
barrier to integrating technology into their practices. Considering
technology in a more ‘designerly’ way [14], then, might encourage
teachers to appropriate it into their practices [41], something sup-
ported by McKenney et al. who suggest that co-design can be used
as a way of supporting teachers to develop design skills [56].

Co-design has been suggested as a way of democratizing innova-
tion and increasing teacher capacity through teachers engaging in
professional development activities alongside design activities [70].
Penuel et al specifically suggest that co-designing with teachers
can support and encourage curriculum innovation as well as tech-
nology implementation [70].In the learning sciences more widely,
this has been demonstrated as co-design processes have led to the
development of curriculum materials including in science [76, 88],
and mathematics [79].

Although there are a number of reported benefits to including
teachers in the co-design process, there are relatively few instances
in HCI literature of teachers participating in co-design processes,
with literature more often reporting engagement with students or
parents [51]. Where co-design with teachers is reported in HCI, this
has been used in a number of contexts such as in the creation of a
layered story-telling approach to analytics [55], in exploring wear-
ables for classroom orchestration [74], the co-design of computing
curricula at K-12 [98], as well as for the creation of immersive ex-
periences for collective inquiry [53]. While these papers all report
on studies that resulted in artefacts that were successfully aligned
with classroom practices as a result of co-design processes, the
papers themselves primarily focus on the evaluation of these arte-
facts within their given context. As such, there is less of a focus on
specific insights into ways researchers can support the teacher to
take ownership of these technologies and integrate them into their
practices.

Where co-design has been conducted with teachers in the wider
educational technology domain, researchers have demonstrated
that co-designing new science curriculawith teachers offers benefits
including a substantial effect on the adoption of the technologi-
cal tools and the curriculum [20], while other researchers recog-
nized the value of including teachers’ expertise in the process [87].
Roschelle et al. suggest that key considerations for co-designing
with teachers include creating a “concrete, tangible innovation chal-
lenge”, investigating “current practice and classroom contexts”, and
involving “central accountability for the quality of the products
of the co-design” [80]. One area where co-design with teachers is
becoming more prevalent and methods are often discussed explic-
itly is in the learning analytics field, specifically with a renewed
interest in the application of human-centered design approaches to
the design of learning analytics tools, e.g., [2, 35, 58, 99].

Co-design approaches in the educational technology field have
more commonly been employed in the design requirements stages

of the process rather than in the evaluation. It is known, how-
ever, that teachers’ pedagogical practices and beliefs can often vary
between their espoused beliefs and enacted practices [22, 54], high-
lighting the critical need to explore both teachers’ espoused and
enacted beliefs and practices. Longitudinal co-design processes that
include teachers in the design and evaluation of educational tech-
nologies in the classroom are one way that this could be explored.
There are however some well-reported tensions in the co-design
process when used in an educational setting. For example, teach-
ers and designers often have different criteria for evaluating the
success of co-design processes [88]. Teachers often see researchers’
solutions as too theoretical and not suited to real life classrooms
[22, 54] while researchers often view teachers’ limited knowledge
of technology as a barrier to effectively contributing to design pro-
cesses [88], which points to a need for more engaged and embedded
design practices. It is clear from previous literature that successful
co-design requires teachers to feel their ideas are respected and
that there is an "atmosphere of trust and inclusion" in co-design
partnerships [13]. The use of ‘traditional’ co-design in educational
technology, despite careful consideration of teachers’ pedagogies
and the design of the resulting artefact, has still not been able to
address all of the challenges of long-term integration of educational
technology in the classroom.

This paper then addresses two specific research questions:

(1) What are the potential opportunities and challenges of uti-
lizing co-teaching as a form of co-design?

(2) How can co-teaching be used as a tool to help develop teach-
ers’ TPACK?

3 CO-TEACHING METHOD
In this paper we conceptualize co-teaching as a form of design
practice and suggest it as a suitable method for the design of educa-
tional technology. Co-teaching, through its embedded and situated
approach to design and evaluation, offers the potential to reduce
some of the known tensions within co-design practices in the class-
room. It offers a method of design practice specifically for use in
the educational technology field and as such is a suitable method
to consider the unique challenges of designing technology for the
classroom. Alongside ensuring teachers remain active in the design
process, we suggest it also offers a potential way of supporting
the development of teachers’ (and arguably designers’) TPACK,
something known to support integration of educational technology
in the classroom [30].

Co-design as a design practice specifically encourages collab-
oration between stakeholders with a particular emphasis on the
sharing of relevant expertise. The user is positioned as an expert
of their experience while the researcher or designer offers tools
for ideation as well as technological knowledge [83]. Co-teaching,
meanwhile is traditionally a term used to define the practice of
two teachers working collaboratively to teach a class and is often
used as a method of teacher training e.g. [37, 77]. It facilitates the
creation of student-centered environments as well as supporting
successful school improvement programs through its focus on col-
laborative reflection and action [61]. Roth & Tobin suggest that
co-teaching as a practice offers the opportunity for ‘co-generative
dialogue’, a term to define the collaborative reflection on praxis
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Table 1: Comparison of design science stages

Design Teach Process
Scoping Curriculum Familiarization Understanding the parameters of the context and the specific aims.
Planning / Designing Planning Planning and designing technologies and activities to meet the aims.
Implementing Teaching Implementing the design in the context.
Evaluating Reflecting Evaluating the success of the designs.

[82]. Co-teaching is similar in nature to learning by design as de-
fined by Voogt et al. [103], where teachers collaboratively engage in
designing technology enhanced curricula through iterative cycles
of design, redesign and reflective practice. Engaging in this design
process repositions teachers from passive receivers of technology
to creators within their own contexts [67, 103].

Teaching and co-design are both heavily influenced by reflection-
in-action cycles [86]. Typically, design cycles can be broadly defined
as scoping, planning / designing, implementing, and evaluating.
Comparatively, teaching includes 4 phases; curriculum familiariza-
tion, planning, teaching, and reflecting [19]. These similarities have
led teaching to be considered a form of ‘design science’ [48]. When
compared, these stages share many similarities (see Table 1).

We suggest that a co-teaching model where a design-researcher
and a teacher co-teach offers a form of co-design suited to the
development of educational technology. Where previous forms
of co-teaching, or learning by design, have focused on teachers
working together, we suggest that design-researchers and teachers
engaged in the process of co-teaching together offers opportunities
for ‘co-generative dialogue’ [82] which would support both the
design and implementation of educational technologies. Having
both teachers and design-researchers engage in co-teaching means
they are both actively engaged and positioned as equals throughout

the co-design process from initial prototype creation through to
the evaluation. This equal participation has the potential to lead to
benefits for both the teacher in their TPACK and for the researcher
in their understanding of the context, particularly the realities of a
complex classroom environment.

In our conceptualization co-teaching consists of four stages (see
Figure 2);

(1) Scoping This stage defines clear goals for the project, both
for teachers and design-researchers and should ensure that
expectations are made clear.

(2) Planning This stage encompasses using a variety of meth-
ods to: (a) Plan the curriculum, and (b) Create initial proto-
types of digital technologies

(3) Implementation in the classroom This stage sees both
the teacher and the design-researcher co-teach using the
technology designs in the classroom, iterating and reflecting
on the design throughout.

(4) Evaluation & Reflection The final stage is an evaluation
and reflection on the design to inform both future teaching
and future educational technology designs.

4 CASE STUDY
Our study was guided by two specific research questions:

Figure 2: Diagram of the Co-Teaching Process
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(1) What are the potential opportunities and challenges of uti-
lizing co-teaching as a form of co-design?

(2) How can co-teaching be used as a tool to help develop teach-
ers’ TPACK?

To ground and evaluate our concept of co-teaching as a form of
design practice, this paper reports findings from a longitudinal co-
teaching project in which the lead author used co-teaching methods
resulting in three digital technologies; a socio-digital orchestration
tool, a learning analytics tool and a set of proxies to teach stage
lighting. In the sections below we describe our research context for
the case study, our methods of engagement, and provide detail on
how data was collected and analyzed over the project.

4.1 Context
The lead author worked together with Amy (a pseudonym), the
Head of Performing Arts in a UK Secondary School (ages 11-18)
from July 2018 to January 2020. The lead author is a qualified sec-
ondary teacher and had three years prior experience of teaching in
a secondary school setting. Before undertaking this project, they
last taught in a secondary school in 2017. They are currently a
design-researcher and teach in Higher Education settings alongside
their research. The lead author’s research focusses on design-led ex-
plorations of educational technology in the classroom, particularly
the performing arts classroom. There was no relationship between
Amy and the lead researcher prior to the project, Amy answered
a call for participation sent through a network that supports sec-
ondary music teachers in one local authority in the UK. The call
for participation sought teachers who were interested in exploring
how technology could support their pedagogy in the secondary
music classroom.

The joint aim of the research project, once Amy and the lead
author were working together, was specifically to explore ways in
which technology could be used to support the delivery of one unit
of a Level 2 BTEC qualification 1 (a formal qualification taken at
age 16 in the UK). This unit required students to plan and deliver
a ‘music product’, in this case a live music gig for a professional
band. This encompasses students’ understanding all aspects of
running live music performances from how to book artists, to how
to mix sound in a live performance as well as how to operate
stage lighting and organize the front of house (audience facing
roles such as the box office). The aim is that by the end of the
unit students demonstrate a working understanding of standard
operating practices within the music industry.

4.2 Methodology and Data Collection
The project had ethical approval from the first authors’ institution
before commencement and ran for 26 months in total. The project
followed the co-teaching stages as outlined in the previous section:
Scoping, Planning, Implementation in the classroom, and Evaluation
& Reflection

4.2.1 Scoping. The scoping stage of the project took place in the
initial recruitment and introductions phase. The initial call for re-
cruitment was sent via a local organization that supports Perform-
ing Arts teachers primarily through networking meetings. This

1 https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/btec-firsts/music-2013-nqf.html

call for participation outlined the researcher’s intended aims of
the project: to explore ways in which technology could be used to
support pedagogy in the performing arts classroom. In the initial
scoping phase, the aims were renegotiated through discussion and
initial high-level planning so that we agreed the following aims
for both the teacher and us as researchers. The teacher had two
specific aims for this project:

(1) Make her curriculum more vocational and student-centered
so students gained a better understanding of industry stan-
dard practices, and

(2) Ensure students still met the criteria for their qualification.
As educational technology-focused design-researchers we were

interested in understanding how we could develop new classroom
orchestration tools [18] that could be used by teachers and inte-
grated into their practices.

4.2.2 Planning. The first planning stage lasted for six months from
July 2018 to January 2019 where the curriculum and intended peda-
gogies were co-designed so that they met the aims of the BTEC and
the teacher’s desired practices. During this planning phase, both
the researcher and the teacher contributed to the curriculum plan,
meeting fortnightly to discuss both the plan and the initial technol-
ogy designs and how they might be successfully implemented in
the classroom and curriculum. During this period, initial prototypes
of two of the orchestration tools; the socio-digital orchestration
system and the Micro:bit lights were co-designed with the teacher
to suit the delivery of the curriculum.

Fieldnotes were taken by the lead researcher throughout the
planning meetings, alongside copies of all the emails. Notes and
shared reflections on the specific designs were kept together with
the relevant curriculum planning documents that were created such
as lesson plans as well as outline curriculum plans.

4.2.3 Implementation in the Classroom. The next stage was a pe-
riod of co-teaching in the classroom. This took place over seven
months from January 2019 to July 2019. For the duration of this
stage, sessions happened 3 times a week and lasted for between 50
and 60 minutes (the school timetable had variable length lessons).
These sessions were co-taught and were intended to be delivered
in the same way as the teacher would deliver them alone. Both the
teacher and the researcher were present at all times in the class-
room and as such, both introduced tasks and answered student
questions. All lesson planning was done jointly and who took the
lead in the classroom was decided on a lesson-by-lesson basis de-
pending on the specific topic. In the initial stages of the project, the
lead researcher often took the lead regarding the implementation
of the technology whereas the teacher dealt with the curriculum
specific aspects such as what evidence students needed to generate
for their portfolio. This changed as the project went on and the
teacher took the lead more frequently with tasks that used tech-
nology. The benefit of explicitly co-teaching in this instance was
that this was dynamic and fluid and decisions often changed in the
moment to respond to student queries, draw on specific expertise
or to facilitate changes to the lesson plan where necessary.

The three orchestration tools were used throughout this period.
Students were subject to all the same school rules and guidelines
and regular behavior and school rules were upheld in the classroom.
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Each of the three designed artefacts were evaluated using multiple
data sources; field notes, interviews, and student work. Field notes
were kept throughout the project, both in the classroom as well as
writing up reflective notes on the process and the project after each
session. These notes were augmented with a variety of photographs
and videos taken during the sessions by the researcher and the
students involved in the project. With permission, students’ work
was kept to support the fieldnotes and the teacher’s observations.
Interviews were carried out with both the teacher and the students
after the conclusion of the project and were audio recorded. Finally,
documentation from the BTEC external moderator was kept to
understand how well the curriculum had met the BTEC aims.

For the scope of this paper, the findings reported are taken from
the interviews with the teacher done during the evaluation of each
of the digital orchestration tools as well as the fieldnotes kept
throughout the project by the lead author. Only these are used as
the specific focus is on the co-teaching process which was only
reflected on by the teacher and the design-researcher (i.e., other
sources such as students’ interviews and students’ work are not
included in this analysis as they were carried out to specifically
inform the evaluation of the designed artefacts, something not
reported in this paper).

4.2.4 Evaluation & Reflection. Evaluation and reflection were on-
going throughout the implementation in the classroom as it was a
longitudinal project, there were many iterations of the technology
designs as part of this. Alongside the reflections and evaluations
carried out while implementing the designs in the classroom, the
final stage was two formal reflective interviews with the teacher,
one carried out in January 2020 and the other in September 2020.
The interview in January 2020 was carried out in person and the
final interview in September 2020 was done over Zoom (as a re-
sult of social distancing guidelines). These interviews were both
audio recorded and transcribed and notes were taken alongside the
recording.

4.3 Data Analysis
The observational data was analyzed through a process broadly fol-
lowing Carspecken’s five stages of critical qualitative research [11].
These five stages are; building a primary etic record, researcher in-
terpretation, dialogic data generation, describing systems relations
to a broader context, and explaining relational systems.

The primary etic record was built through ongoing observa-
tional notes. This is where the analysis began as these were both
descriptive notes of what was observed in the classroom as well
as reflections on these observed practices. These reflections, while
not reported explicitly in the findings, formed part of the initial
stages of analysis as observations were compared and reflected on
to continue to build a picture of the teacher’s experiences of using
digital technology to support her classroom practices.

Once the co-teaching period concluded, researcher interpreta-
tion was done through analyzing the notes in a preliminary recon-
structive analysis. This analysis sought to offer a ‘praxeological
account’ of what was happening in the classroom. The aim was
to understand the practices that happened in the classroom and
how this worked in the context. Given the embedded nature of the
work, it was key to arrive at an account that the teacher accepted

and recognized [75]. To do this, the notes were broken down into
manageable units, each of which described a distinct practice in
the classroom. These were then analyzed by reflecting on how that
action came about and why it worked (or did not work) in that con-
text. These reflections were then compared to each other to build
thick descriptions of the teacher’s practices and the co-teaching
methodology.

The dialogic data generation was done alongside the teacher, in
an interview soon after the end of the project (Jan 2020) and a fur-
ther interview nine months after the conclusion of the project (Sept
2020). These interviews served as both data collection to understand
how the teacher had continued to use the designed tools, and also
as part of the analytic process as the findings from the reconstruc-
tive analysis were presented to the teacher and discussed. This was
done to ensure that the descriptions were ones she recognized and
accepted as true accounts of her practices and experiences. These
accounts and the interviews were then thematically analyzed by
the research team, using both deductive and inductive thematic
analysis. The deductive analysis used constructs from TPACK as a
way of understanding the potential benefits of co-teaching as an al-
ternative design practice in the classroom context. Combining this
with inductive analysis allowed the research team to also include
other themes that were outside the scope of the TPACK constructs
if they were deemed central to explaining how this related to a
broader context.

TPACKwas used as a way to frame this deductive analysis as it is
known that improving teachers’ TPACK can support the integration
of technology in the classroom [30]. Other design-led practices
such as ‘Learning by Design’ have been used to develop teachers’
TPACK knowledge [45, 46, 104]. In this same way, we sought to
understand how co-teaching as a method could support teachers
to develop TPACK as a route to better embedding technology use
in the classroom. As such, the findings below are discussed in
relation to aspects of the TPACK model, particularly TK , TPK
and PCK. TK was highlighted as teachers’ lack of technological
knowledge and confidence is known to be a barrier to integrating
educational technology [21, 73]. TK is discussed in the findings in
relation to confidence as it is suggested that TK is not improved
by technology knowledge alone but rather influenced by the other
factors including self-efficacy about their technology knowledge
[1]. One way in which surveys have measured self-efficacy is to
consider confidence as a way of understanding teachers’ applied
self-efficacy in the classroom [40]. Confidence, specifically, has
previously been discussed in relation to TPACK [47]. A teachers’
lack of confidence in their technological capability is also a key
barrier in integrating technology in the classroom [21, 73].

TPK was considered as we have seen concerns raised by teachers
that co-designed ‘solutions’ were not suitable for use in the class-
room [71, 88], and PCK was reflected on primarily in relation to the
design-researcher as understanding the intersection of pedagogy
and content knowledge is key to successful co-design for educa-
tional technology [70]. TPK and PCK are discussed particularly
with respect to the opportunities co-teaching offered for knowl-
edge exchange between the teacher and the design-researcher. As
increased TPACK is known to be an indicator for successful tech-
nology integration, we reflected on how the teachers’ technological
pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge were
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Figure 3: Example screens from the socio-digital orchestration tool

supported and strengthened as a result of the co-teaching process.
These were considered specifically because they were the intersec-
tions of constructs where the teacher and the design-researcher
were engaged in knowledge exchange supported by the co-teaching
process.

5 FINDINGS
5.1 The Research Project and the Digital Tools
As part of the project, and as a result of the co-teaching, three digital
tools were designed in response to particular challenges faced by
Amy in enacting her intended pedagogies. The three tools were, a
socio-digital orchestration tool, a learning analytics tool [62], and a
set of lighting proxies [63]. The socio-digital orchestration tool was
initially suggested by the lead researcher as something that would
support Amy (the teacher) to orchestrate more complex pedagogies
in the classroom. This was refined and iterated on throughout the
co-teaching process until it was something that she felt she could
use within her pedagogy. The learning analytics tool was suggested
and asked for by Amy as a way of gathering data and evidence that
she could use to underpin her assessment decisions. The lighting
proxies were co-designed in response to Amy feeling unable to
teach stage lighting in the classroom. These three tools were used
and evaluated in the classroom throughout the co-teaching process.
For the purpose of this paper, the tools served as a means to explore
the co-teaching method, thus the reporting of their details and
evaluation is only to support the readers’ understanding of the
methodology.

Overall the research project itself was a success and Amy was
clear that she ‘would never have done something on such a big scale
which I think is really good for the kids to do something on such a
big scale’. Using the digital technology tools supported Amy’s en-
actment of the project allowing her to develop her confidence with
technology and therefore its use in the classroom. Although not all
three digital tools were integrated into her practice, Amy demon-
strated much more willingness to experiment with technology in
her practices going forward after the end of the project.

5.1.1 Socio-Digital Orchestration Tool. The first educational tech-
nology designed as part of this project was a socio-digital orches-
tration tool used to support the teacher to deliver the curriculum
in in a way more in line with professional practices of live music
producers. We used Basecamp 2 – an existing project management
tool as a classroom orchestration tool that allowed the teacher to
more readily enact complex and constructivist pedagogies in the
classroom (see Figure 3). For the duration of the project, students
were split into specialist groups relevant to planning a music gig
(for example lighting engineers or front of house) and the orches-
tration tool was designed to allow the teacher to co-ordinate the
teaching and to monitor students’ progress and engagement. This
was done through the use of the orchestration tool by creating
group areas for each of the specialist groups where students could
use the tool to communicate with each other, keep e-portfolios,
and coordinate tasks, while the teacher was able to monitor these
interactions as well as upload example documents, set deadlines
and offer feedback. This ultimately allowed the students to remain
autonomous in their planning of the music gig, while allowing the
teacher to retain enough control to feel comfortable enacting the
curriculum in this way.

Amy was positive about the use of the tool listing multiple as-
pects she relied on throughout the project such as ‘access from
anywhere, lots of formats acceptable (e.g. take photos of notes), easy
to see at a glance, could see what each other had done’ and in a follow
up interview conducted a year after the project had ended, Amy
said that she intended to use it in the new school year. She is now
running a new updated BTEC course and has designed the use of
the socio-digital orchestration tool into multiple unit plans, setting
up new projects for her current class.

5.1.2 Learning Analytics. The second was a learning analytics tool
designed to use trace data available through the API of the digital
orchestration tool. This data was metadata taken from the interac-
tions students had made with the orchestration tool and included
(but was not limited to) the number of messages sent, when and to
whom, the number of documents uploaded and edited, as well as

2https://basecamp.com
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Figure 4: Example screens from the Learning Analytics Tool

tasks that were assigned or completed by given students. The unit
required Amy to assess whether students had made a significant
and sustained contribution to the planning of the music gig and
so the learning analytics tool aimed to make the data from the
orchestration tool visible to her in order to support her to provide
feedback and make assessment decisions (see Figure 4). In this case,
the tool was not received well in the initial evaluation phase as
the use of quantitative data clashed with her epistemic beliefs and
further iterations were not developed [62].

The teacher voiced an ongoing tension between her desire for a
learning analytics system that could offer a clear cut and accurate
system for offering data about their pupils and her own beliefs
about the nature of music assessment,

In maths they did this exam and they got 7/10 on
the Pythagoras questions, they got only 3/10 on the
algebra questions so algebra’s an area that they need
to develop. Great. If you could get me something that
was that clear cut and accurate in music, I would
definitely be able to see the value in it I just don’t

know how it could be that clear cut because I just
don’t see how the subject nature is that clear cut.

5.1.3 Lighting Proxies. The third was the design of a set of proxies
that supported the teacher to teach stage lighting in the classroom,
something that was not possible previously. The proxies were cre-
ated out of micro:bits with 3D printed cases and LEDs so that they
modelled the main properties of stage lamps (see Figure 5). These
were used together with a broker (see Figure 5) created from a
Raspberry Pi which acted as a bridge between industry standard
lighting desks (both digital and physical) so that students to develop
their practice-based skills, using industry standard lighting desks
to control the proxy lamps. These proxies supported students to
get familiar with the lighting software or desk and allowed them to
understand ways in which they would organize the lighting rig on
the night of the gig. The teacher was positive saying,

[The lights were] much easier as I knew where they
were and had less running around the school . . . They
probably did get more practice time and it also added

Figure 5: Images of the lighting proxies. Left is the Lighting Proxies. Right shows the broker unit with lid removed: 1. Micro:bit,
2. WiFi router, 3. Enttec DMX Pro devices, 4. RaspberryPi, 5. DMX connectors
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a ‘stepped’ approach to using equipment that they
found quite scary.

The use of the lighting proxies ultimately improved the teachers’
confidence in teaching stage lighting as well as offering the ability
to support new collaborative pedagogies [63].

5.2 Confidence With Technology (TK)
The subsequent sections of the findings focus on the design pro-
cess specifically, using the TPACK model to inform reflections on
the process. The TPACK model focusses on teachers’ knowledge
of technology, pedagogy and content and how these intersect to
support integration of technology. We use TPACK here to also
consider the researchers’ TPACK knowledge suggesting that the
intersections of technology and pedagogy as well as technology
and content offer ’third spaces’ [60] - opportunities for knowledge
exchange and challenging assumptions between the teacher and
researcher.

Co-teaching in the classroomultimately led to the teacher demon-
strating an increased technological knowledge which is discussed
here in terms of confidence as an indication of applied self-efficacy
relating to TK. Amy was positive about the possibilities of tech-
nology and what it offered when integrated into her pedagogy
and recognized the expertise of those who designed and developed
technology. Amy welcomed participating in the project and the
opportunity to potentially improve her practices saying,

It might be great if, you know, we were given time in
a computer room with year nines to do a music tech
project using some newfangled thing that you guys
have come up with, which I wouldn’t even be able to
think about.

She was keen to integrate technology into her classroom but was
worried about it saying she was put off for two main reasons,

Partly the time - do I have time to learn a complete
new way of doing things? . . . And then sometimes the
confidence as well. So I’m not, I don’t feel confident
with tech.

The co-teaching approach in this instance was able to address
both these concerns as ‘learning new ways of doing things’ was
integrated into teaching time and the presence of the researcher
while she was trying these out provided her with the confidence
needed to try new technologies. Amy had expressed interest in
going on teacher training courses to improve her music technology
knowledge, however because she was not confident in her own
understanding of technology, a short teacher training course did
not feel like enough support for her to feel she had the self-efficacy
to use it in the classroom and not embarrass herself in front of her
students.

I think having had a training course on it wouldn’t
have been enough for me to feel confident. I think
having you there in the classroom with me for like,
what was it six months or something? Is what it took
for me to feel confident with it and understand it.

Co-teaching in this instance offered the structured support to en-
sure that Amy gained a deep understanding and confidence in
her own TK and therefore was able to reflect on the pedagogical

consequences. This led to her demonstrating an increased use of
educational technology beyond the scope of the project as she
continued to redesign her curriculum to include the use of tech-
nology in various ways. In the interview 6 months after the end
of the project, Amy reported that she was considering integrating
technology in various ways.

Actually you will be very proud of me because I have
been thinking about . . . a one off lesson on the iPad
where they plug in the 12 bar blues on the guitar then
they can put in the walking bass line and improvise
over the top on a keyboard and record it and be like
‘woah I did all three of them’ so it is something I’ve
been thinking about.

Although a one-off lesson might not seem like much, the confidence
to plan something like that herself and consider integrating it into
the classroom was a big step for Amy. Reflecting on the co-teaching
and working together throughout the project she said,

You know I feel like it’s kind of a stepping stone for
me trying different stuff like I said the kids liked it I
need to move with the times really and stuff that the
kids quite like.

5.3 Ongoing Support and Challenge (TPK and
TCK)

The process of co-teaching supported and encouraged Amy to use
technology within her pedagogies, scaffolding ongoing support to
enable her to understand the different ways technology could be
integrated into her practices. There was a clear transfer of knowl-
edge at the intersection of technology and pedagogy as well as
the intersection of technology and content. Within this, the re-
searcher supported the teachers’ technological development while
the teacher supported the researchers’ understanding of suitable
pedagogies and content knowledge for the given context and dis-
cipline. The co-teaching process was ultimately supportive and
allowed Amy the time and space to work with the technology in an
environment where she knew there was another experienced per-
son in the classroomwith her. Initially Amy appreciated the support
provided by someone else in the classroom with her demonstrating
the potential of technology within classroom pedagogy, reporting
that ’the guidance from someone who does know what they’re doing
showing you how to do it’ was a large part of her continued use
of technology and therefore development of her own TPK, par-
ticularly her understanding of the possibilities at the intersection
between technology and pedagogy. This support allowed Amy to
push herself out of her comfort zone, saying,

It’s just I think being brave enough to do it but having
the opportunity to do it with somebody who knows
what they’re doing supporting you through it.

Although ultimately supportive, the process also offered a level of
challenge to Amy who felt that having the researcher turn up to her
classroom for every lesson initially meant that there was a social
pressure preventing her from reverting to old ways of teaching
because it was easier andmore comfortable. The longitudinal nature
of the project specifically was something that Amy credited with
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encouraging her to continue using technology within the classroom.
She reported that in shorter-term projects,

If I only had to use it for a couple of days, I would go
back into old habits . . . because it’s what you know,
when it’s what you’re comfortable with.

For Amy, getting over this initial discomfort about using technol-
ogy was difficult and something that previously, without the right
support and challenge, had led to her giving up and not continuing
to integrate technology saying,

It’s very easy to give up in the early days if you don’t
keep at it. And then I think and that’s, that’s me with
technology.

The lead researcher similarly reflected that ultimately, part of the
researcher’s role when co-teaching becomes prompting the teacher
to keep going, to keep challenging them to work with a digital tool
and keep testing ideas and trying new things. The lead researcher
also reflected that the knowledge sharing worked the other way
too and they felt it was important for the researcher to also show
their vulnerabilities. They felt that co-teaching together specifically
meant you had to ask questions about the best approach for that
particular student or the way it would work best in that context,
and these had to be asked in the moment and unguarded because
the aim was to teach the students in the best way possible. This
two-way exchange of knowledge then gave the teacher confidence
to keep asking questions of her own.

Amy was staunchly student-focused in her pedagogies and she
was clear that for her, the ongoing challenge to use the technology
in the classroom had meant the opportunity to see how the students
reacted to it. In this case, the students were incredibly positive about
the integration of the technology in the classroom which had a
large effect on Amy’s attitudes towards the use of it in the future
saying,

I think if you asked teachers, the thing that we need to
think about more is rather than some adult standing
up telling us it’s good and we like it, is the kids saying
that actually, we like this.

Longitudinal approaches in this case allowed Amy to see how stu-
dents responded to the use of technology in the classroom and the
resulting impact on their learning. For Amy, being able to see the
technology being used in her classroom meant that she could imag-
ine how she might integrate it longer term into her own practices.
She said,

It’s very different to again, like going on a training
course and seeing it in a conference suite to actually
see it in your classroom, with your kids, with the
limitations of your school network or you know, your
computers.

While training courses offer the ability to improve TK for teachers,
the benefit of the co-teachingmethod in this instance was the ability
to support Amy to scrutinize the intersection of pedagogy and her
newly developed TK something she gained by reflecting on this
intersection within her own classroom. The lead researcher felt
that alongside the teacher seeing the tool used in their own context,
there was more support for experimentation as there became almost
an understanding that the other person would be able to pick up

the pieces if something went wrong. They reflected that as there
was another co-teaching adult who was equally responsible in the
room there is the opportunity afterwards to reflect and discuss,
even if that starts with ‘well, this went completely wrong, how do
we fix it?’. This sense of safety was reinforced by the other person
having a complimentary set of knowledges; the researcher bringing
the knowledge of the technology and the teacher bringing the
pedagogical and content knowledge. In this way the intersection of
the design-researcher’s TK and the teachers’ PK and CK meant that
there was also a two-way exchange of knowledge when reflecting
on aspects of the implementation of technology that had not worked
as well. As a result of the ongoing support and challenge throughout
the project, Amy said she now regularly considers ways of using
technology in the classroom as ’now it doesn’t feel like it’s a big
imposition to use it with a new plan’. This ongoing consideration of
using technology in the classroom demonstrates not only Amy’s
newly developed TK but also knowledge gained at the intersection
of TK and PK as she implements technology into new curriculum
plans.

5.4 Centering Teachers’ Expertise (PCK)
The co-teaching method allowed the teachers’ pedagogical, content,
and context knowledge and expertise to be utilized throughout the
design process, both in the initial designs and in the evaluation. This
was particularly true when it came to subject-specific knowledge.
Amy is Head of Performing Arts, and as such the most senior person
in her school with specific subject expertise in the Performing Arts,
so for her top-down approaches ignored this expertise.

There’s nobody more senior in this school who knows
anything about music you know so I certainly would
not want our headteacher (who I don’t know what he
taught) or our deputy heads who were a humanities
and a science and another humanities and an English
– I certainly wouldn’t want them telling me what was
going to look like good music teaching

Throughout the project, despite her lack of confidence with the
technology specifically, Amy was clear that she felt teachers should
be included in the design process of new technology as she felt
that teachers’ expertise was often forgotten or overlooked. Amy
felt this was a missed opportunity as she felt that often technology
was developed without teachers and as a result they were far less
likely to use it saying,

At the end of the day if they’re not consulted and it
doesn’t work they’re probably not going to use it so
then the whole thing’s a waste of time in terms of
developing it.

The co-teaching process in this instance allowed the researcher
to understand the complexities of the classroom and as we saw in
the previous section this offered a chance to improve their own
pedagogical and content knowledge but also gave them an under-
standing of the overarching context in which the digital tools might
be used. Although Amy looked for support in understanding what
was possible with technology, she did demonstrate some skepticism
of newly developed technologies, particularly those she felt were
fads,
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So often you get these new things coming out that you
should be doing or ways of teaching or programs to
use and actually they just become a bloody hindrance
in the end because it’s just like using a new buzzword
for a while, then everyone gets sick of using them.

Amy found co-teaching a more valuable experience as she found
it frustrating when teachers and their expertise were ignored, which
risked the technology not being suitable, saying,

It devalues the profession and the skill set and the un-
derstanding doesn’t it of what we do? . . . Youwouldn’t
have somebody try and implement new surgical ways
of doing things without consulting with the surgeons.

Co-teaching in this instance specifically considered the teachers
expertise and worked at the intersection of technology and peda-
gogy and technology and context with both the teacher and the
researcher reflecting together on the implementation of technology
in the classroom.

5.5 Beyond TPACK: Co-teaching means
co-designing in a classroom

The lead researcher felt that spending somuch time in the classroom
and being treated like another teacher by the students in the class
gave them a real and unfiltered view of what life in the classroom
and the wider school context is actually like. The lead researcher
reflected that there were several times when, if they had not been in
the classroom with the teacher and able to ask specific and targeted
questions, they would never have known there was a problem. For
example, on one occasion the teacher was printing off to do lists that
were also digitally available. In conversations after the lesson she
said it was because having it on paper meant it was ‘fixed’ and the
students could not change the state of the list. The lead-researcher
reflected that their first reaction was to offer to change the digital
tool and make it so that the teacher could stop students changing
it, however, what the teacher wanted was support in future lessons
to ensure her pedagogy and classroom management could allow
students to still have autonomy over the lists of tasks. This was
only really possible through co-teaching when both were in the
classroom to jointly consider practice alongside the technology
design.

The context of the classroom is complex and Amywas concerned
that it was often not fully understood by researchers and developers.
For her, the constraints of the classroom and day-to-day life in
school were aspects that were central to the success of a technology
design. Although excited by the possibilities technology can offer
in the classroom, the reality of the constraints meant Amy was
less positive about whether technologies designed outside of the
classroom and then implemented would ever be integrated.

if [you’ve designed it and then] the following year,
they say, ‘Oh, well you can’t be in the computer room
every time because everyone else needs a computer
room, you should be in the music room’. Then, you
know, you’re putting all this time and effort into a
new scheme of work, you plan things, you change
things, but then actually it just doesn’t sustain.

The lead researcher felt that co-teaching encouraged constant mo-
ments of joint reflection, even for small things. They reflected
that after every lesson there was a debrief and even if everything
had gone as expected, there was still a moment where the lead-
researcher and the teacher checked in and reflected on what had
happened that lesson and what was happening next lesson. The
technology almost faded into the background of this process, with
the reflections being focused on the activities in the next lesson
that the students needed to complete. This meant that as time went
on the use of the technology became much more natural and the
conversations changed from ‘how do I do x with the tool’ to ‘next
lesson we need to make sure students have uploaded their work –
can we send them a reminder before tomorrow’. In this way, the
conversations turned to an understanding at the intersection of
pedagogy and technology in a way that was facilitated by both the
researcher and the teacher developing a situated understanding
of both. This meant that the observations and subsequent design
iterations of the digital tool felt like they were guided by a much
more situated and contextual understanding of the classroom and
the teachers’ pedagogies.

6 DISCUSSION
Our research prompted reflections on the ways in which we as edu-
cational technology-focused design-researchers support the design
and implementation of technologies within the K-12 classroom. In
this section, we discuss our reflections on the co-teaching process,
as a way to understand how co-teaching could support the long-
term implementation of educational technology in the classroom
by offering a reciprocal process that both results in pedagogically
aligned technology while also improving teachers’ TPACK. We
outline the ways co-teaching led to teachers gaining TK, and how
co-teaching created support for experimentation within TPK and
TCK, before finally considering the potential knowledge exchange
benefits for design-researchers and how it can support them to de-
sign educational technologies that align with teachers’ pedagogies.

6.1 Long Term Support in Implementation
Co-teaching meant the teacher had long-term and embedded sup-
port to build up their technological knowledge (TK), particularly
their understanding of the capabilities and limitations of digital
technology at the intersection with pedagogy (TPK). The result of
this continued use is that the teacher has formed habits which have
since been adapted and reused in the design of new teaching units.
We therefore suggest co-teaching as a method offers new ways of
considering the design of educational technologies with a view to
supporting sustained longer-term changes in teachers’ practices.

Teachers’ integration of technology into the classroom is highly
dependent on both their attitudes and beliefs, and their own con-
fidence with technology [22]. In this case, taking a co-teaching
approach to the design and implementation meant that the teacher
was encouraged to keep working with the technology in the class-
room over a six-month period, building up familiarity and confi-
dence with it and therefore offering time and support to build their
technological capacity.

This study is an empirical example that supports existing work
suggesting that professional development could be an important
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way of integrating digital technologies into the classroom. Ways
of integrating off-the-shelf digital technologies in the classroom
have been explored at length in the educational technology com-
munity with professional development suggested as one of the
most important aspects that leads to greater acceptance and use of
technology in the classroom, particularly that which enhances a
teacher’s self-efficacy [85]. Various models exist that offer ways to
consider offering professional development for teachers such as the
‘train the teacher model’ or the ‘flipped PD’ model [78, 108]. Both
these models separate research and professional development en-
couraging professional development as a route to embedding tech-
nology created as part of theory-driven processes. Rather than see
professional development as a hurdle to overcome to ensure effec-
tive technology integration within the classroom, we saw research
and professional development happening alongside one another
throughout the development and evaluation of digital technologies.
Such co-teaching practices allow us to more readily explore theory-
driven but practice-oriented approaches to educational technology
research, something that has been called for in the educational
technology field [72]. They also allow us to consider ways in which
theoretical, pedagogic and technological development can be inte-
grated, something that has been shown to improve both learning
and teaching [29].

What is clear, however, is that the use of these practices needs to
be carefully scaffolded and supported in order to be effective and
if these practices are to be utilized within the classroom to enable
technology development it is key to explore how we can support
such embedded longitudinal practices.

6.2 Creating Support for Experimentation
Co-teaching offers a way of creating a supported space for exper-
imentation with a view to offering opportunities for teachers to
develop technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK). This study
demonstrated the value of design interventions that create scaf-
folded socio-digital spaces in which teachers feel sufficiently sup-
ported in exploring techno-pedagogical experimentation. It became
clear that in this case offering long-term embedded support through
co-teaching as well as working within the teacher’s own context
was key to building their confidence in experimentation and ulti-
mately their continued use of technology to support their practice,
something that remains an ongoing challenge in the educational
technology field [43]. Utilizing co-teaching methodologies remi-
niscent of teacher training practices [52] means teachers are more
likely to be familiar with the method and therefore more comfort-
able or trusting of the co-teaching and subsequent support.

It was clear that scaffolded support was valuable in encouraging
experimentation. Using co-teaching as a method offered embedded
one-to-one support in the classroom throughout the project, while
also allowing for an element of supported risk-taking, pushing the
teacher out of their comfort zone and encouraging them to try
new forms of technology mediated pedagogy. Co-teaching allowed
the teacher to observe new practices within her own context be-
fore undertaking them herself, a form of modelling, reminiscent
of the ways in which typical teacher training is often conducted
[52]. The longitudinal and iterative nature of co-teaching allowed

the teacher repeated opportunities to experiment with digital tech-
nology integration specifically within her own context. Despite
pointing out that they had little time and energy to implement
new digital technologies, in this case regular support from a ‘more-
knowledgeable other’ [105] motivated their continued engagement
offering them scaffolded support which in turn improved their sense
of self-efficacy regarding their TK as well as development of their
TK by experimenting with and reflecting on the pedagogical use of
such technologies.

It is known that teachers practices are not easily changed which
can present challenges in the integration of technology in the class-
room [22]. By supporting the teacher to engage in experimentation
in this way, however, it could open up possibilities for new and
novel forms of pedagogy, ones not initially imagined by the re-
searcher. In this case one of the main benefits to using co-teaching
as a form of design and evaluation of technology was that it was
embedded in the teacher’s own context, allowing them to reflect on
these technological implementations within their own classroom.
While the teacher is not going to use our design in exactly the same
format, co-teaching as a method supported the teacher to reflect on
her own beliefs and knowledge about the use of technology. This
reflection led to them re-purposing our original design in order to
integrate it into their ongoing classroom practices, something they
had been reluctant to do previously.

6.3 Value of Co-teaching for Researchers
The successful integration of technology in the classroom presents
a perennial challenge in the educational technology field [66] partly
as the classroom context presents a complex scenario of use. Evalu-
ating technology ‘in-the-wild’ presents numerous challenges [42]
and as such we are often working at arm’s length from the class-
room. Co-teaching as a method, specifically offers opportunities for
educational technology researchers to deepen our understanding
of the complex reality of the classroom context.

The co-teaching process offers us the ability to gain a much
deeper understanding of TPK (the intersection of technology and
pedagogy) in a specific discipline, benefitting from situated forms of
learning [49]. We are also able to learn from a ‘more knowledgeable
other’ [105] in much the same way that the teacher learned from
us. This then enables a better understanding of pedagogies of both
the specific disciplines we are designing for as well as the teachers’
pedagogical practices, allowing us as researchers to ensure they are
reflected in our designs.

There are challenges for educational technology designers when
designing technology to support teachers pedagogies. Firstly, teach-
ers’ espoused and enacted pedagogical practices often differ due
to the impact of policy and the context [22, 54] and secondly, disci-
plines are known to have unique, or ‘signature’, pedagogies [90],
and therefore the way pedagogical knowledge intersects with tech-
nological and content knowledge differs depending on the subject
[5]. Utilizing co-teaching as a method in this project allowed the
researcher to understand the impact of context on teachers’ enacted
practices and how these differed from the ones described at the
beginning of the design process. This was similarly the case in
offering the researcher the ability to gain a situated and contextual
understanding of discipline specific pedagogies.
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Finally, we know that teachers form communities of practice
(CoP) often sharing both pedagogical approaches and resources
[106]. Co-teaching and the continuous interactions between the
teacher and the researcher offers opportunities for the researcher
to move from legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) towards full
membership if that CoP. This shift in the way we are perceived
in the community has the potential to allow us to gain more au-
thentic data when designing and evaluating technologies. It also
offers the potential opportunity to respond live to changing policy
landscapes, both central government-imposed and emergent intra-
school changes, giving a responsive and contingent quality to the
development which might not be possible otherwise. Finally, it also
has the potential to offer a stronger sense of legitimacy when shar-
ing our own good practice regarding the integration of technology
with other members of the CoP. Ultimately, the potential to gain a
deeper understanding of the context through co-teaching can lead
to more nuanced and likely better conceived and designed tech-
nology interventions and to better dissemination of our findings,
moving us towards designing technologies that are more likely to
be integrated into practice.

6.4 Pedagogically Aligned Technology Design
Co-teaching ultimately supported the design of educational tech-
nologies that were aligned with teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, some-
thing that has been demonstrated as important in the integration
of technology into teachers’ practices [95]. The use of co-teaching
as a method in this case resulted in two designs that were accepted
and integrated into the teacher’s practices and one that was not.

The learning analytics tool was not accepted nor integrated, and
supported previous work that demonstrates the complexity of teach-
ers’ pedagogical beliefs and enacted practices [26, 28]. Pedagogical
beliefs are often tacit and as such are often complex to discern [22].
In this case, these beliefs were not evident until the tool was used
within the classroom context with current student data. Although
the tool was not integrated into their practice, the environment
created by the co-teaching allowed for supported experimentation
with the tool that may not have otherwise happened. As a result,
in this case, using co-teaching offered the researcher significant
insights into the use of learning analytics in specific disciplinary
practices.

Where co-teaching resulted in the successful integration (the
socio-digital orchestration system and the lighting proxies), the
resulting designs were those that aligned with both teachers’ peda-
gogical beliefs and the context of the classroom. This was achieved
through the co-teaching process as it allowed for ‘co-generative
dialogue’ [82] an ongoing and open dialogue based on praxis. In this
way we as researchers could ensure that the designs were suited to
use in real life classrooms, something that is key to the success of
educational technologies [96].

In this paper, we suggest that co-teaching as a form of design
practice offers significant opportunities not only to ensure that
the resulting designs are better aligned with teachers’ beliefs and
classroom contexts, but also to directly observe the frictions and
failures of designs which do not work, so as to better inform future
designs. We firstly offer a methodological contribution where co-
teaching is presented as a form of co-design practice, and thus

this work has the potential to help equip design researchers with
a new context and user-focused design method. Moreover, the
empirical findings offered insights into the practical implications,
opportunities, and challenges of co-teaching and are thus are of
significant value to educational technology researchers who want
to design, deploy and evaluate innovative educational technology
in real-world settings and to ensure implementation and impact
beyond the duration of the study. Beyond the field of education,
this approach shows the value of design researchers embedding
themselves in real world settings not just as passive observers or
ethnographic researchers, but as active collaborators who bring
technology and possible content knowledge to domain experts.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This paper reports on one case study with one teacher and future
work will seek to explore this methodology with other teachers in
other contexts. The clear value of the scaffolded support in encour-
aging experimentation and in this case integration of technology
into their pedagogical practice, highlights a strong requirement
to explore exactly how the kind of scaffolding seen here through
this design intervention could be delivered in more contexts and
how this could be adapted to other teachers and other domains
outside of the Performing Arts. Future work will also consider ways
in which this method could support working with more than one
teacher.

In seeking to work with more than one teacher, it is important to
consider that the co-teaching method reported here requires a long-
term commitment from the teacher and the design-researcher to
both to the project and to the students in the class being co-taught.
This is therefore time intensive for all parties involved and although
it is clear that there are benefits from such longitudinal and inten-
sive co-teaching, it can be challenging given other commitments
and time constraints. Building relationships in this environment is
key and we see the possibility of communities of practice developed
with teachers who have taken part in the co-teaching going on to
support future iterations of co-teaching. This development of com-
munities of practice open up the possibility of design-researchers
working with more than one teacher at a time as some of the scaf-
folded support later in the project could come from the community
of practice.

In this reported case, the design-researcherwas a qualified teacher
and so had some existing pedagogical expertise which supported the
co-teaching process. Although educational technology researchers
may not also be qualified teachers, it is likely that many will have
pedagogical expertise, either through their research or through
their own teaching in another context such as higher education and
as such we suggest they are well placed to undertake co-teaching
projects. Future work, however, would seek to understand how such
a co-teaching project would need to be scaffolded to ensure both
the teacher and the design-researcher were supported successfully.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented reflections on a longitudinal co-teaching
project that led to the design of three educational technology de-
signs. We suggest that co-teaching, when conceptualized as a novel
form of co-design practice, offers a suitable methodology for the
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design of educational technologies. Using the TPACK model to
guide our reflections, we offered insights into the ways that co-
teaching can support the design and integration of educational
technologies. We describe that co-teaching ultimately led to more
pedagogically aligned and context-centered technology designs,
while also expanding the teacher’s technological, technological-
pedagogical, and technological-content knowledge. In doing so we
demonstrated how co-teaching led to an evidenced change in the
teacher’s attitudes and beliefs, describing how co-teaching as a
design practice can result in reciprocal alignment between the co-
designed educational technology and teachers’ attitudes and beliefs,
thus addressing the technological and social barriers to technology
adoption in the classroom.
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